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Individual privacy versus public good:
protecting confidentiality in
health research
Christine M. O’Keefea*† and Donald B. Rubinb

Health and medical data are increasingly being generated, collected, and stored in electronic form in healthcare
facilities and administrative agencies. Such data hold a wealth of information vital to effective health policy
development and evaluation, as well as to enhanced clinical care through evidence-based practice and safety and
quality monitoring. These initiatives are aimed at improving individuals’ health and well-being. Nevertheless,
analyses of health data archives must be conducted in such a way that individuals’ privacy is not compromised.
One important aspect of protecting individuals’ privacy is protecting the confidentiality of their data.
It is the purpose of this paper to provide a review of a number of approaches to reducing disclosure risk when
making data available for research, and to present a taxonomy for such approaches. Some of these methods are
widely used, whereas others are still in development. It is important to have a range of methods available because
there is also a range of data-use scenarios, and it is important to be able to choose between methods suited to
differing scenarios.
In practice, it is necessary to find a balance between allowing the use of health and medical data for research and
protecting confidentiality. This balance is often presented as a trade-off between disclosure risk and data utility,
because methods that reduce disclosure risk, in general, also reduce data utility. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The use of health and medical data in research has many benefits, including enhanced healthcare
experiences and outcomes for individuals, expanded knowledge about disease and appropriate treat-
ments, strengthened understanding of the effectiveness and efficiency of healthcare systems, support for
public-health policy development and quality and safety improvements [1, 2].

As only one example, a recent study of linked health and medical data in Western Australia found that
mothers with mental illness had an increased risk of complications in pregnancy and birth [3]. After addi-
tional research, a toolkit for identifying factors that required intervention, and for identifying associated
intervention programs, was launched in Western Australia in 2008 [4].

Traditionally, health and medical research data sets have been generated from surveys on participants
who have given consent for that research. One example is the Framingham Heart Study, which began in
1948 and has recruited participants from Framingham, Massachusetts, USA, in several waves [5]. Under
the direction of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, the Study aims to identify the common
factors or characteristics that contribute to cardiovascular disease. External investigators can propose
research projects using the Study’s data and biological specimens that are made available in accordance
with the individual consent history of each participant and ethics oversight.

The increasing use of information technology in health care has greatly increased the amount of health
data available, including routinely collected administrative health data as well as clinical data. In addition,
the volume and range of molecular data being collected are increasing at an unprecedented rate, including
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genomic and proteomic data. These data can be used alone for research studies, but there is also enormous
potential for combining them with survey data to enable a wider range of questions to be addressed. In
response to the growing demand from researchers for such combined datasets, data linkage units have
been established in some countries. In these linkage units, diverse datasets for the whole or part of a
population are linked and made available for research, without the consent of the participants. Examples
of such data linkage initiatives include the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy and Evaluation, Canada
[6], the Oxford Medical Record Linkage System [7], the Scottish Medical Record Linkage System [8],
Western Australian Data Linkage [9] and the Welsh Secure Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL)
system [10].

Along with the greater availability of health data for research, there is also a trend of growing emphasis
on data sharing in research. For example, in the Final NIH statement on sharing research data [11],
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) reaffirmed their support for the concept of data sharing as being
essential for expedited translation of research results into knowledge, products and procedures to improve
human health. The NIH adopted policies that mandate sharing data generated or studied with US federal
funding [11,12]. Samet [13] discussed data sharing in the context of new NIH-funded population studies,
noting that: ‘their data sets will be massive and afford myriad opportunities for developing and testing
hypotheses, ...’.

The editors of the journal Epidemiology recognise the importance of independent replication of pub-
lished analyses; see Hernan and Wilcox [14]. Noting the difficulties of direct replication in epidemiology,
they suggest that data sharing would at least enable comparisons of different approaches, sensitivity anal-
yses to help identify crucial assumptions and the discovery of data inconsistencies. The editors invite
authors to consider providing analytic code used for the analysis of publicly available data, as well as
code used to develop and analyse simulation data.

Historically, data collection and analysis for research have been conducted internally by the same
organisation, but the sharing of data between organisations has become a major component of emerging
biomedical information systems [1, 2]. The sharing of health and medical data highlights confiden-
tiality and privacy implications, which are perhaps even more critical in studies using data without
participants’ consent.

Health and medical data are generally considered to be among an individual’s most private and sensitive
personal information. In addition, because many diseases and conditions have a hereditary component,
an individual’s health information is also part of the health information of family members and so is
sensitive and private to them as well.

A number of recent studies have investigated the likelihood of disclosure of health information across
a range of scenarios. Sweeney [15] studied the risks inherent in patient-level health data made publicly
available by the State of Washington for a small fee ($50 at the time). The data cover almost all hospital-
isations for a given year and include patient demographics, diagnoses, procedures, attending physician,
hospital, a summary of charges and how the bill was paid. The data do not include patient names or
addresses, although ZIP codes are included. Sweeney showed that the data could be compared with news-
paper stories to uniquely re-identify 35 of the 81 cases in 2011, with matches being verified by a news
reporter contacting patients. A recent analysis of Genome-Wide Association Studies found that 6.8%
had the unforeseen potential for misuse by exposing an individual research participants’ information,
including revealing disease status, predicted future likelihood or past presence of other traits or by linking
another DNA result with a participant, for example to determine presence or absence in a research cohort,
ancestry and relatedness (e.g. paternity/non-paternity) [16]. In another study, Gymrek et al. [17] were
able to infer the identity of a small number of male participants in public sequencing projects by link-
ing Y-chromosome markers with available user-provided information (e.g. surname) from recreational
ancestry databases. Additional public databases were used to narrow down the list of possible individuals
with surnames segregating with the Y-chromosome markers.

‘The damaging effects brought on by a breach in the security of this information are endless. Third
parties–employers, bankers, neighbours–could use this information to discriminate against and poten-
tially ostracize an individual diagnosed with an “unpopular” disease or condition’ [18]. Recent breach
notification laws in the USA have alerted the public to the scope and frequency of incidents including
use of personal information for identity fraud, disclosure of millions of records through lost and stolen
unencrypted mobile devices and a healthcare provider snooping on the medical records of famous peo-
ple, family and friends [19]. A breach of confidentiality could potentially lead to improper treatment such
as reluctance to obtain medical care, loss of health insurance or even loss of employment.
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In summary, the trends of increasing emphasis on population studies and data sharing in research,
together with growing community awareness and concern, underline the need for strong confidentiality
protection for health data in research. It is the purpose of this paper to provide a review of a number of
approaches to reducing disclosure risk when making data available for research, and to present a taxon-
omy for such approaches. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background
and related information. Section 3 gives a structured overview of a number of approaches for reducing
disclosure risk when making data available for research, with examples. Section 4 describes a taxonomy
for the methods in terms of a conceptual model for analysis and two overarching paradigms. This section
also describes the features of the various approaches, intended to assist with selecting the appropriate
method for a specific situation. A discussion is provided in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Overview of some relevant privacy regulation

Privacy and related legislation in many countries around the world is voluminous and complex, particu-
larly as it pertains to health data. In this section, it is not our intention to provide an in-depth review and
commentary, but rather to give an extremely high-level indication of the current state of the most rele-
vant legislative instruments in the USA, Europe and Australia. Health research organisations and ethical
review committees are excellent sources of information on relevant local researcher obligations.

2.1.1. USA. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [20] aims, among other
goals, to improve portability and continuity of health insurance coverage in group and individual markets
and to simplify the administration of health insurance. The HIPAA Privacy Rule describes three standards
for the disclosure of health information without consent, namely Safe Harbor, Limited Dataset and Sta-
tistical Standard. Safe Harbor requires the removal of 18 specified identifying variables from a dataset
in order to consider it to be de-identified, so that it can be disclosed for use in research. Limited Dataset
requires the removal of only 16 specified identifying variables, and also requires a data-sharing agreement
between the custodian and researcher. The Statistical Standard requires an expert to certify that ‘the risk
is very small that the information could be used, alone or in combination with other reasonably available
information, by an anticipated recipient to identify an individual who is a subject of the information’.

The de-identification strategy is important because it enables patients’ health data to be disclosed with-
out oversight by the regulatory authorities, because the risk of identification is deemed to be very low.
In 2012, the US Federal Government published guidance for de-identification of protected health infor-
mation under HIPAA [21], including clarification of the meaning of de-identification and how it can be
achieved in practice. McGraw [22] reports on a Center for Democracy and Technology stakeholders’
workshop gauging support for the HIPAA de-identification strategy and discussing policy proposals to
address concerns and improve trust in the process.

2.1.2. Europe. In 1995 the European Union passed a Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC) on
the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement
of such data [23], which sets strict limits on the collection and use of personal data and requires that
each Member State set up an independent national body responsible for the protection of these data. The
Directive establishes that sensitive data (including data concerning health) can only be processed with
the explicit consent of the individual, except in specific cases such as where there is significant public
interest (such as in medical or scientific research) for which other safeguards have been established as
an alternative to obtaining consent. It has been left to Member States to decide how they assess the
significance of the public interest, and how extensive the legislative exemptions for research might be.

The European Parliament is currently developing a General Data Protection Regulation to replace the
Data Protection Directive. To date, more than 3000 amendments have been proposed to the Regulation
in the European Parliament?s Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE). The draft
report of the LIBE committee was released in January 2013 [24].

2.1.3. Australia. The Privacy Act 1988 (Privacy Act) regulates the collection, holding, use, correction,
disclosure and transfer of personal information by covered organisations. The Privacy Act gives effect
to Australia’s agreement to implement the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
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Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data, as well as to its
obligations under Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

The Privacy Amendment (Enhancing Privacy Protection) Act 2012 (Privacy Amendment Act) intro-
duced many significant changes to the Privacy Act from March 2014, and is a part of the privacy law
reform process that began in 2006. The Government’s response to the reform recommendations supports
two central proposals to facilitate research in the public interest: simplification of regulation and protec-
tion of community expectations of privacy. A harmonised set of rules for Government and private sector
researchers will replace the two previous sets of binding guidelines on non-consensual handling of per-
sonal information, and the research provisions will be expanded to allow such handling for any research
in the public interest, not just for health and medical research.

In addition, two important parameters of the current regime will also be maintained. The public interest
in research must substantially outweigh the protection of privacy, requiring a clear choice in favour of
the research, and the National Health and Medical Research Council and the Privacy Commissioner will
retain primary responsibility for issuing and approving the research rules.

Each Australian state and territory also regulates the management of personal information [25,26]. In
addition, New South Wales, Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory all have legislation that regulates
the handling of personal health information in the private sector.

2.2. Types of data

Microdata refer to datasets in which each record is contributed by an individual in the population, so that
the record typically comprises values of a number of variables for that individual. A variable is numerical
if its values can be measured as numbers and is categorical if its values fall into categories. Further,
a numerical variable is discrete if its set of possible values is countable and is continuous if its set of
possible values is uncountable. A categorical variable is nominal, ordinal or hierarchical if its categories
cannot be organised in a logical sequence, have a natural order or have a natural hierarchy, respectively.
An individual may contribute more than one record in microdata, for example if the data are time-stamped
hospital event data.

Tabular data result when microdata are summarised and presented as a table, with axes corresponding
to explanatory variables and cells corresponding to a response variable. Table cells can contain counts,
where each data record contributes 1 to its tabulation cells and 0 to all other cells; in which case, the
data are called tabular count data, and the table is called a contingency table. The counts can also be
scaled and presented as frequencies, proportions or percentages, giving rise to tabular frequency data,
proportion data or percentage data, respectively. Table cells can also contain aggregates of one response
variable, for example the total or average value of that variable for individuals contributing to that cell, in
which case the data is called magnitude data. Tabular data can be a data product itself, or can be an input
into a more sophisticated analysis. Although tabular data are generally aggregated microdata, it cannot
be assumed that this aggregation is sufficient to protect privacy. For example, if a table cell value is 1,
then it is known that there is only one individual with the combination of values that describes the cell.
Once a person with that combination of values is found, then an individual has been identified.

2.3. Types of disclosure risk

We consider the threats to an individual resulting from a data release, where the term disclosure is used
to refer to an inappropriate attribution of information to an individual. There are two basic types of
disclosure, namely identity and attribute disclosure [27]. An Identity Disclosure occurs if an individual is
identifiable from the data release. An Attribute Disclosure occurs when the released data make it possible
to infer the characteristics of an individual more accurately than would have otherwise been possible.

The main ways that an identity disclosure can occur are as follows:

• Release of identifying information
• Spontaneous recognition–where an individual is sufficiently unusual in a data collection, or the data

user knows sufficiently many attributes of an individual, so that the individual can be recognised
from normally non-identifying attributes. This may occur if the attributes have extreme values such
as extreme old age or an unusual combination of attributes. For example, it is generally accepted that
households have distinctive patterns of inhabitants and other features that make them vulnerable to
spontaneous recognition.
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• Matching to another data base–where combinations of so-called key variables in the data occur in
other databases sufficiently rarely that data matching reveals identity.

Attribute disclosure is usually achieved through identity disclosure; an individual is first identified
through some combination of variables, and then disclosure of values of other variables included in the
released data follows. Attribute disclosure can nevertheless occur without an identification. For example,
suppose a data set contains residential, occupational and income information and supports the inference
that all individuals in a given area with a given occupation have roughly similar incomes [28]. Then any
individual in that residential area and with that occupation is highly likely to have that income, thus, an
attribute disclosure has occurred without identification of any individual in the data. The last example
is also an example of a group disclosure, where there is an inappropriate attribution of information to a
large percentage of an identifiable group [29].

Data considered to be especially vulnerable to disclosure include the following [30]:

• Data including geographical detail
• Longitudinal panel data
• Data containing variables with extreme values
• Data including ‘key variables’ also available in other databases accessible to a potential attacker
• Data with population unique variable values

In general, population data are more vulnerable to disclosure than sample data because individuals are
known to be represented in population data with certainty, but usually not in a sample. Disclosure risk
can further depend on the existence of microdata records that are both unique in the sample and in the
population on a set of potentially identifying cross-classified key variables, because such records can be
matched to external datasets with high confidence [31].

2.4. Balancing disclosure risk with data utility

The balance between protecting confidentiality and allowing the use of health and medical data for
research has been represented as a trade-off between disclosure risk and data utility [27], where disclo-
sure risk attempts to capture the probability of a disclosure of information resulting from a data release,
while data utility attempts to capture some measure of the usefulness of the released data. Confiden-
tiality methods are technical approaches designed to reduce disclosure risk and are applied in addition
to governance and information security measures. However, any confidentiality method will also reduce
data utility. For this reason, data confidentialisation is often carried out by highly skilled and experienced
practitioners within a data custodian agency, building on a long tradition of successful data releases.
The methods used are often highly tailored to the nature of the data, as well as the agency environment
including applicable legislation and confidentiality commitments made.

The idea of balancing risk and utility advanced by Duncan et al. [27] is that in a specific situation, the
data custodian creates a Risk-Utility (or R-U) Map as a two-dimensional plot of disclosure risk versus data
utility for various parameter instances of a range of confidentiality methods and chooses the method and
parameter instance with the maximum utility given a maximum tolerable risk. Cox et al. [32] have argued
that such risk-utility paradigms are useful for posing questions, but much less so for actually choosing
confidentiality methods for statistical disclosure limitation. One of the key gaps is the general lack of
widely accepted measures of disclosure risk and data utility, and consequently, a range of assessments of
disclosure risk and data utility have been developed for specific situations; see for example [33, 34].

A notable example of a proposed risk standard is differential privacy, which seeks to formalise the
notion of privacy in the context of algorithms performed on confidential information, including statistical
analysis of confidential datasets via remote analysis, [35, 36]. An algorithm is differentially private if
it satisfies a formal condition, essentially requiring that when applied to any two datasets that differ in
a single element, the algorithm will give similar answers. The idea behind this definition is that if this
condition is satisfied, then the amount of information that can be learned from an individual data item
is similarly limited, and the assumption is that this implies a low risk of identity or attribute disclosure.
This idea has been challenged by Kifer and Machanavajjhala [37], who propose that differential privacy
might be better interpreted as a measure of ‘evidence of participation’; for an alternative disclosure risk
measure based on differential privacy, see [38].
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3. Methods for reducing disclosure risk

The task of balancing the research use of health and medical data with confidentiality protection can
usefully be viewed as a risk management exercise involving both risk assessment and risk mitigation,
while maintaining acceptable utility.

A first obvious step in reducing disclosure risk is to remove identifying information such as name and
address from the dataset. However, this is often insufficient to ensure that individuals represented in a
data set cannot be re-identified–as mentioned in Section 2.3, such data can be vulnerable to disclosure
via spontaneous recognition or data matching.

3.1. Prior related work

While some early references on confidentiality addressed the issue of protecting respondent confidential-
ity as researchers began to request data files for research [39, 40], others studied an individual approach,
such as noise addition [41], or addressed disclosure risk more broadly [42–44]. Adam and Wortmann [45]
were the first to attempt a detailed assessment of statistical disclosure control methods, and Fellegi [46]
is one of the few early papers discussing the trade-off between societal benefits and costs of data sharing.

In 1993, the Journal of Official Statistics responded to the observed dual trend of increasing non-
response and increasing confidentiality concerns in government surveys with a Special Issue reporting
the outcomes of a Conference on Disclosure Limitation Approaches and Data Access, held in March
1991 [47]. Confidentiality remains a major concern for national statistical agencies [28, 48], as well as
for a broader range of agencies and organisations, which now find themselves holding significant data
archives and receiving access requests from researchers. In recognition of the importance of biomedical
data privacy, the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association recently published a special
issue on the topic [49].

Fortunately, the methods developed for national statistical agencies are also applicable for healthcare
organisations and health administration agencies holding biomedical and health-related datasets. For
example, in 2001, Fienberg [50] provided an introduction and overview of some statistical disclosure
limitation issues and methods of special relevance to public health studies and surveys. These included
perturbation methods and ‘simulated’ public-use data, especially in the context of contingency tables. In
2008, O’Keefe [51] reviewed technological approaches to the problem of balancing access and use of
health data with confidentiality protection and gave examples of current large-scale implementations of
the approaches: de-identification, statistical disclosure limitation and remote analysis. Reiter and Kin-
ney [52] in 2011 presented a brief primer on techniques for sharing confidential data, in response to the
Epidemiology journal’s promotion of data sharing for reproducible research.

There have been a number of contributions to developing a framework for statistical disclosure
limitation [45, 53, 54]. We expand and update these early taxonomies in Section 4 in the following.

3.2. Types of methods

In the remainder of this section we provide a structured overview of approaches to reducing disclosure risk
when making data available for research. Importantly, each approach only addresses the disclosure risk
inherent in the data, and so each must be implemented within an appropriate legislative and policy envi-
ronment and governance structure, and with user community management and Information Technology
(IT) security, including user authentication, access control, system audit and follow-up. The approaches
have different strengths and weaknesses, and so none dominates the others in all data access scenarios.
In fact, because there is a range of scenarios, it is desirable to have a range of disclosure risk reduction
approaches, so the most appropriate one can be chosen to meet the requirements of a particular situation
involving a particular dataset, data custodian, analyst and so on.

Traditionally, there have been two different general approaches with regard to enabling the use of data
while protecting confidentiality [53]:

• restricted or limited access, wherein the access to the information is restricted; and
• restricted or limited information, wherein the amount or format of the information released

is restricted.

Often, these two approaches are used in combination, such as when access to data is restricted to approved
analysts, and the data themselves have had identifying information removed and/or dates aggregated to
months or years. The relationship between the degree of access restriction and the degree of information
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restriction required is perhaps best represented in the framework of Marsh et al. [55], who noted that a
successful disclosure involves first an attempt at disclosure, then success of that attempt. In probabilistic
terms, this is Pr(disclosure) = Pr(attempt) ⋅ Pr(disclosure ∣ attempt). Restricted access seeks to reduce
Pr(attempt), while restricted data seeks to reduce Pr(success ∣ attempt).

Restricted access and restricted information methods are described in Section 3.3 and in Sections 3.4
and 3.5, respectively. Many of these approaches, as well as firm theoretical foundations for them, are still
under development in the statistical disclosure control research and practice community. Nonetheless,
some large-scale implementations have been successful, and we give examples of each of the approaches
in practice, focusing, where possible, on health and medical applications.

3.3. Restricted access methods

In this section, we discuss various data access strategies used to restrict access to information. These are
predominantly implemented as system designs. We present these in generally increasing order of restric-
tion, so that the degree of requirement for information restriction generally decreases correspondingly.
At opposite ends of this spectrum are the familiar data access strategies of providing no information to
non-authorised users and full information to fully authorised users. In this section, we focus on methods
between these two extremes.

3.3.1. User agreements for offsite use. Under this approach, sometimes called Licensing, users are
required to register with a custodian agency, and sign a user agreement, before receiving data to be anal-
ysed offsite. Typically, such agreements specify restrictions on the user, such as restrictions on the manner
of storage and further dissemination of the data, as well as prohibiting attempts to re-identify data records.
Such agreements also typically specify sanctions for breaches and are legally binding. The user commu-
nity is managed by the custodian, including, possibly, the use of external audits to verify compliance with
the restrictions in the agreement.

Examples of this approach include the many Public Use Files disseminated by organisations and
agencies, including national statistical and health agencies; see [56–58].

3.3.2. Remote analysis systems. In remote analysis, the analyst submits statistical queries through an
interface, analyses are carried out on the original data in a secure environment and the user then receives
the (confidentialised) results of the analyses [59,60]. In particular, the analyst does not receive any data at
all, but only analysis results. Because analysis results can reveal information about the underlying data,
the output needs to be confidentialised.

As early examples of remote analysis, table servers have been developed by the National Institute of
Statistical Science to disseminate marginal sub-tables of a large contingency table [61,62]. Users submit
requests for marginal sub-tables of the full tables to the server, where each sub-table is specified by the
variables that it contains. Potential responses to the user include the requested table, a projection of it,
an otherwise modified version of the requested table or a notice of refusal, where the choice of response
is made to minimise the disclosure risk. In static mode, the set of allowable responses for a given table
is pre-computed. In dynamic mode, the response to each query depends on the queries that the server
has previously answered, in that the disclosure risk of a given query is assessed in the light of responses
given to previous queries. One problem with dynamic table servers is that in some cases, there can be no
allowable response left after only a few releases.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Remote Access Data Laboratory (RADL) is a secure online
data query service that clients can access via the ABS web site. Authorised users use the web interface to
submit queries in the SAS, Stata or SPSS language to be run on confidentialised data that are kept within
the ABS environment. The results of the queries are checked for confidentiality then made available
to the users via their desktop computers [63]. The RADL system enables analysis of Australian health
datasets including: the National Health Survey, the Disability, Ageing and Carers survey and the National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Survey. The ABS has recently developed the TableBuilder
and DataAnalyser remote analysis systems with automated confidentiality routines that allow uses to
build their own custom tables or undertake regression analyses on secured ABS microdata [64].

The Microdata Analysis System under development by the US Census Bureau will allow users to
receive certain statistical analyses of Census Bureau data, including regression analyses, without ever
having access to the data themselves [65].

Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Statist. Med. 2015, 34 3081–3103
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We remark that remote analysis systems need to be protected against attacks including massively
repeated queries, subsetting to create very small datasets and never-ending loops. Recently developed
systems do not allow user-submitted code but rather implement a menu-driven interface to reduce the
risks from these and other types of attack.

Dwork and Smith [36] have noted that differential privacy is applicable in an interactive context in
which an adversary submits a series of queries, which would include a remote analysis system. However,
this approach has not been adopted in the systems mentioned earlier. To date, the most widely applicable
method of achieving differential privacy is to add Laplace-distributed random noise to algorithm outputs
[36]. A significant challenge with differential privacy is that some of the known differentially private
algorithms provide output of low statistical usefulness; see for example [37,66]. For a recent application
of differential privacy to the problem of reducing disclosure risk for tabular data; see [67].

3.3.3. Virtual data centres. Virtual data centres are similar to remote analysis systems, except that the
user has full access to the data [68], and are similar to on-site data centres, except that access is over a
secure link on the internet from the researcher’s institution.

An example of a virtual data centre is the US NORC Data Enclave, which provides a protected envi-
ronment within which authorised social science researchers can remotely access confidential microdata
[69]. In the NORC Enclave, researchers do not have access to the internet and cannot move files into or
out from the secure environment without approval. Any export request from a researcher is scrutinised
by an NORC statistician to ensure that it does not contain disclosive data. If there are any disclosure con-
cerns, the researcher is notified and the output is not released. If no concerns exist, the output is cleared
and uploaded to a transfer site from where the researchers can download the output.

Another interesting example is the Australian Population Health Research Network Secure Unified
Research Environment (SURE) [70]; see [71]. SURE was developed by the Sax Institute for use by
population health and health services researchers to analyse complex, linked administrative health and
related data sets provided by a range of data custodians. Files including analysis outputs can only be
exported from SURE through a curated gateway, where they are assessed for confidentiality risk and
treated with confidentialisation measures if necessary. Ensuring confidentiality protection is currently the
responsibility of the study’s chief investigator. All SURE users participate in mandatory training including
training in privacy and confidentiality regulatory regimes, and in the principles of statistical disclosure
control for protecting confidentiality.

Similar systems include the United Kingdom Office For National Statistics Virtual Microdata Labora-
tory [72] and the UK Secure Data Service, which provides secure remote access to data operated by the
Economic and Social Data Service [73].

3.3.4. Secure on-site data centres. Many national statistical agencies allow researchers access to confi-
dential data in secure, on-site research data centres. Usually, the data have undergone a confidentialisation
process such as de-identification and some light statistical disclosure control, but have more detail than
datasets confidentialised for release to researchers. Analysts are generally not restricted in the analyses
they can perform and the intermediate results they can generate and view. However, only results that have
been checked to ensure low disclosure risk, or which have been confidentialised if necessary to reduce
disclosure risk, can be removed from the laboratory. Currently, this output checking is performed manu-
ally, as in the guidelines in [48]. Under these guidelines, analysis outputs are classified as either safe or
unsafe. Safe outputs are those which the researcher should expect to have cleared for release with minimal
or no changes, while an output judged unsafe will not be cleared unless the researcher can demonstrate
that the particular context and content of the output makes it non-disclosive.

Examples of on-site data centres include the US Census Bureau Research Data Centres [74] and the
ABS On-site Data Laboratory [75].

3.4. Restricted information methods–microdata

A microdata record is generally considered to have high disclosure risk if it has an unusual combination
of characteristics or if it is unique in the sample and in the population; see [76]. Geographic and time-
stamped information is regarded as being at particularly high risk, because each location or time is unique.

Restricted information methods normally comprise the application of some statistical disclosure
limitation techniques; see [28, 48]. Statistical disclosure control techniques can be perturbative or non-
perturbative. Perturbative methods operate by modifying the data values, whereas non-perturbative
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methods do not modify the data values. Perhaps the most well-known perturbative method is the addition
of random ‘noise’ to a dataset, and perhaps the most well-known non-perturbative method is suppression
of record or variable values.

In this section, we describe the main techniques developed for microdata. The methods are presented
in the order of generally increasing restriction on released information, so decreasing disclosure risk,
from removal of identifying information to synthetic data. The amount of trust in the analyst therefore
generally decreases across the methods, and so access restrictions may also be able to be relaxed across
the methods.

3.4.1. Removal of identifying information. Probably the most common method of reducing disclosure
risk in data sets is to remove identifying information such as name, address, date of birth and unique
identifiers such as social security number or healthcare identifier. This is often called de-identification.

Unfortunately, the meaning of the term de-identification is not always clear. It appears that it is some-
times used to mean that individuals represented in the data cannot be identified from the data; however, as
discussed earlier, this may be misleading; for a more detailed discussion of the issue of de-identification,
particularly in the context of the Australian National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research
[77] and the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 1996 [20], see [51].

In most jurisdictions, privacy legislation provides for the use of de-identified health and medical data
for research, without patient consent. Some recent articles in the medical, legal and computer science
literature have argued that de-identification methods are easy to reverse and therefore do not provide
adequate protection; see for example [78, 79]. Rothstein [80] considers that by itself, the strategy of de-
identifying health records and biological specimens is insufficient to protect privacy in research. However,
a recent systematic review of re-identification attacks on health data found that the evidence is insufficient
to draw conclusions about the efficacy of de-identification methods [81].

As examples, the Population Health Research Network [82] will enable existing Australian health data
to be brought together and made available for health and health-related research purposes under protocols
that use linkage keys to replace personal information in health records. Similarly, the University of British
Columbia Centre for Health Services and Policy Research [83] is the central access point for researchers
wishing to obtain and use health data in de-identified format for research in the public interest.

3.4.2. Non-perturbative methods for microdata.

Suppression of variables or variable values Entire records or entire variables, such as name of
surgeon in clinical data, can be suppressed. It is also possible to suppress certain values of categori-
cal individual variables, where such a value is sufficiently unusual that it leads to unacceptable risk of
disclosure via matching.

Variable Recoding A widely used method for reducing disclosure risk is variable recoding, or coars-
ening, that can be either part of the data collection design phase or applied to the resulting dataset.
The method can be applied to either tabular data or microdata, and can be applied to any number of
the variables.

Variable recoding usually involves reporting the values of the variable with less than full detail. For
example, geographic information such as address can be recoded to suburb or postal code area, age can
be recoded to 5-year or 10-year intervals and age over a certain threshold can be recoded to simply being
over that threshold. These are examples of collapsing levels of an ordinal categorical variable and top-
coding, respectively. Variables can also be bottom-coded; for a study of the use of cell collapsing to
maintain confidentiality of medical data, see [84].

Recoding reduces disclosure risk by ensuring that records with potentially unusual or unique values
(such as extreme old age or a specific date of birth) are only reported as belonging to a group with a range
of such values.

Sampling Releasing a sample of the original dataset, such as a smaller number of cases than were
collected in the original data, can reduce disclosure risk if a potential attacker does not know who is
in the sample and if cases in the sample are not unique in the population on variables known to the
potential attacker.

As a measure of disclosure risk, the probability that a record that is unique in the sample is also unique
in the population is generally approximated by the sampling fraction, see for example [85], implying that
disclosure risk generally decreases as the sampling fraction decreases.
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3.4.3. Perturbative methods for microdata.

Rounding Original variable values are replaced by rounded values rounded to multiples of a given
number such as 3 or 5. Rounding reduces disclosure risk by reducing the precision of variable values and
the likelihood of unique variable values.

Data swapping Data swapping transforms a database by interchanging values of a pair of variables
between records in a microdata file. Data swapping reduces the risk of identity disclosure by sponta-
neous recognition. It is also intended to discourage potential attackers from matching records because
any matches found could well be incorrect.

Additive or multiplicative noise addition Randomly distributed noise values can be added to the
data, or the data can be multiplied by randomly distributed values. Additive noise can be uncorrelated or
correlated and can be augmented with a linear or non-linear transformation.

Additive and multiplicative noise are generally only suitable for continuous data. They both reduce
disclosure risk by preventing exact matching; however, approximate matching may still be possible.

Micro-aggregation Micro-aggregation is applied by clustering records into small groups of similar
records and replacing individual record values by the cluster average values. Micro-aggregation is based
on the rationale that if each record in a microdata file corresponds to at least k (say) individuals, then
each individual’s record is indistinguishable from at least k others so that the risk of exact identification
is reduced.

Post-randomisation method (PRAM) The PRAM technique is applied to categorical data and
involves a form of intended misclassification using a known and pre-set probabilistic mechanism. Under
PRAM, for each record in a microdata file, the value of one or more categorical variables is changed with
a certain probability. PRAM reduces the risk of identity disclosure through spontaneous recognition or
data matching.

Synthetic data In some situations, the methods mentioned here can be shown to have significant
negative impact on data utility; see for example [33, 34]. Motivated by the drawbacks associated with
traditional statistical disclosure control, especially for very sensitive datasets, Rubin [86] suggested the
alternative of generating and releasing (fully) synthetic data; see also [87] and [88].

In the generalisation to partially synthetic data, the data custodian releases a dataset comprising the
original records with some observed values replaced with multiple imputations drawn from distribu-
tions designed to preserve important relationships in the confidential data. Disclosure risk is reduced
because the original data are not released; however, if the model used to generate the imputations fits
extremely well and the synthetic data are very close to the original data, then adequate protection may not
be achieved.

In many applications, the process of estimating effective statistical models needed for the synthesis
can be a difficult and labour-intensive task. To avoid this difficulty, it has recently been proposed that
statistical model estimation could be replaced by easily implemented methods from machine learning, as
has been performed in missing data imputation [89,90]. Drechsler and Reiter [91] conducted a simulation
study to compare four data synthesisers based on machine learning algorithms, using a subset of the
2002 Uganda census public use file. Their evaluation suggests that synthesisers based on regression trees
can give rise to synthetic datasets that provide reliable estimates and low disclosure risks and can be
implemented easily.

3.4.4. Applicability to continuous and categorical data. The non-perturbative microdata methods are
effective for categorical data, but may not provide adequate protection to continuous data [48]. Exceptions
are top-coding and bottom-coding, which can be used for both.

In the case of perturbative methods, PRAM data swapping, micro-aggregation and synthetic data can
be used to protect categorical data. Rounding, the use of noise, micro-aggregation and synthetic data are
applicable to continuous data.

3.4.5. Examples of restricted information approaches on microdata. The National Institute of Statisti-
cal Sciences package NISSWebSwap [92] is a Web Service that swaps one or more attributes between
user-specified records in a microdata file, uploading the original data file from the user’s computer and
downloading the file containing the swapped records.

The ABS Confidentialised Unit Record Files (CURFs) contain data from ABS surveys in the form
of unit records; see [56]. CURFs have been confidentialised by removing name and address informa-
tion, controlling the amount of detail and changing a small number of values through the application of
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statistical disclosure control techniques. CURFs are made available to researchers and analysts through
a variety of different access modes.

Internationally, Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, International (IPUMS-International) is
a project dedicated to collecting and distributing census data from around the world [58].
IPUMS-International works with each country’s statistical office to minimise the risk of disclo-
sure of respondent information. The details of the confidentiality protections vary across countries,
but in all cases, names and detailed geographic information are suppressed, and top-codes are
imposed on variables such as income that might identify specific persons. In addition, IPUMS-
International uses a variety of technical procedures to enhance confidentiality protection, including
the following:

• Swapping an undisclosed fraction of records from one administrative district to another to reduce
the risk of positive identification of individuals.

• Randomizing the placement of households within districts to disguise the order in which individuals
were enumerated or the data processed.

• Aggregating categories of a characteristic (e.g. grouping together very small ethnic categories)
• Top-coding and bottom-coding continuous variables to prevent identification of extreme cases.

There are several examples of partially synthetic datasets already released for research. For example,
the US Bureau of the Census has released a partially synthetic, public use file for the Survey of Income
and Program Participation including imputed value of Social Security benefits information and dozens
of other highly sensitive variables [93]. The Census Bureau also seeks to reduce disclosure risk for peo-
ple living in prisons, shelters and similar in the American Community Survey by replacing identifying
information for records at high disclosure risk with imputations [94]. More recently, a synthetic public
use file for the US Longitudinal Business Database, an annual economic census of US establishments,
has been approved for release by the US Bureau of the Census and the Internal Revenue Service [38].

An and Little [95] proposed the use of multiple imputation as an alternative to top-coding for prevent-
ing disclosure associated with high-age individuals in cross-sectional health data and extended it to the
context of the treatment of age in longitudinal data sets [96]. They showed that on a dataset associated
with a heart study, the approach works well in preserving the relationship between hazard and covariates.

The National Center for Health Statistics has created a public-use version of the National Health Inter-
view Survey Linked Mortality files using a combination of random perturbation (for quarter and/or year
of death) as well as imputation (for cause of death) [97].

3.4.6. Confidentiality protection in epidemiology and public health surveillance. We finish this section
with a brief overview of methods for confidentiality protection in epidemiology and public health surveil-
lance datasets. In these types of data, the health information of each individual in the dataset is typically
associated with their home address, and the use of spatially based methods and maps is essential. The need
to protect the confidentiality of such spatial health information is well recognised, and several approaches
have been proposed and evaluated; see [98, 99]. Following Curtis et al. [100], in general, there are three
ways to reduce confidentiality risk in a fine scale spatial data set:

• Perturb a point layer (such as coordinates or geocoded address) to reduce the possibility of a
displayed point being reattached to its original location [101–104]

• Aggregate the points so that individual locations cannot be identified
• Use simulated data that mirror the real spatial distribution, [105]

Each of these approaches is a special case of the general methods described in this section.

3.5. Restricted information methods–tabular data

Although tabular data are aggregated, there still may be unacceptable disclosure risk. Perhaps the most
common disclosure risk is associated with a cell of a table that relates to only one individual, where an
identity disclosure may occur by data matching from the characteristics in the table.

Restricted information methods normally comprise the application of some statistical disclosure limi-
tation techniques for tabular data; see [28, 48]. As in the case of microdata, tabular statistical disclosure
control techniques can be perturbative or non-perturbative.
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In this section, we describe techniques developed for tabular data. There are two main classes of con-
fidentiality methods for tabular data, namely pre-tabular and post-tabular. Pre-tabular methods modify
microdata before aggregation into a table, while post-tabular methods modify a table directly.

3.5.1. Pre-tabular methods. Perhaps the most widely used pre-tabular method is table redesign, includ-
ing collapsing of categories along any axis. In addition, any of the methods presented in Section 3.4 could
be used as a pre-tabular confidentiality method. The assumption is that if confidentiality has been suffi-
ciently protected in the microdata, then it will also be sufficiently protected in the tabular data. In most
applications, the impact of the microdata protection method on the table is not immediately obvious and
needs investigation. An exception is data swapping, where records can be swapped in such a way as to
maintain the marginal counts of the table; see [106]

3.5.2. Post-tabular methods. Post-tabular Statistical Disclosure Control for tabular data is conducted in
two steps. The first step is to identify whether the release of the data in any table cells could lead to a
disclosure, and the second step is to reduce the disclosure risk associated with the identified cells. In
post-tabular statistical disclosure control, the term sensitive has been traditionally used to describe table
cells with high disclosure risk. In this and the following section, we will respect this tradition, noting
that it does not necessarily imply that the information in the table cell is sensitive in the normal sense of
the word.

The most commonly used cell sensitivity tests are as follows:

• Threshold rule–a cell is sensitive if less than n individuals contribute to its value (frequency and
magnitude tables)

• (n, k) -rule–a cell is sensitive if less than n individuals contribute at least k% of its value (magnitude
tables) [107]

For a discussion of the shortcomings of these techniques; see [108].
After the sensitive cells in a table have been identified, the second task is to take steps to address the

disclosure risk. The most commonly used techniques are the following:

• Deletion of variables–removing table axes corresponding to variables that lead to sensitive cells.
• Variable recoding–adjusting the level of aggregation of variables to reduce the number of sensi-

tive cells. This method aggregates all cells involving the recoded variable, whether they have been
identified as sensitive or not.

• Cell collapsing - merging pairs of cells until no sensitive cell remains. This method only aggregates
the sensitive cells, but can make analysis more difficult.

• Cell suppression–suppression of the entry in each sensitive cell, then suppression of entries in non-
sensitive cells sufficient to prevent reconstruction of any sensitive cell value.

• Rounding–rounding all cells to a multiple of a chosen positive integer, for example 3 or 5.
• Addition of noise–altering sensitive cell values (and usually also non-sensitive cell values) by

the addition of noise sampled from some distribution. Examples of this method include the
Post-Randomization Method [109] and the key-based method in [110].

Perhaps the most widely known software package for statistical disclosure control on tabular data, t-
ARGUS, uses variable recoding and cell suppression as its main techniques for protecting sensitive cells,
see [111].

The ABS Census TableBuilder [112] is an online tool that allows users to create custom tables of
Census data from variables including age, education, housing, income, transport, religion, ethnicity,
occupation, family composition and more for all ABS geographic areas. As described in [64], a confi-
dentialisation process is applied dynamically after the data table has been constructed. All cell values,
subtotals and totals are randomly slightly adjusted to prevent any identifiable data being exposed. The
adjustments are carried out in such a way that consistency of cell values across different tables constructed
from the same data set is maintained.

3.5.3. Applicability to count and magnitude data. The key disclosure problem for count data is the
presence of cells with very small counts, typically those less than three. Applicable disclosure risk
reduction methods include table redesign, rounding, controlled rounding, perturbation, controlled tabular
adjustment and cell suppression.
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In the case of magnitude data, the count of individuals contributing to a cell is normally assumed to
be known, so that only the magnitude variable value associated with the cell has the potential for being
identified as sensitive as in Section 3.5.2. The goal is to make it hard to estimate the value accurately, so
that the value for any one individual cannot be estimated accurately by any table user including a survey
respondent contributing to the same cell value. Applicable disclosure risk reduction methods include
table redesign including variable recoding, rounding, perturbation and cell suppression.

3.6. Analysis output confidentialisation methods

Currently, virtual data centres rely on manual checking for confidentiality protection, such as those out-
lined in [48]. This solution may not be feasible in the long term, given the trend of rising user demands
for data access. Although it is acknowledged that developing valid output checking processes that are
automated is an open research question [28], there have been some advances in such methods developed
in the context of remote analysis systems, but applicable to virtual data centres as well, as follows.

Suppression was the main proposed automated output confidentialisation measure in table servers [61]
and in early work on linear regression servers [59].

In other early work on remote analysis systems for model fitting, Reiter [113] suggested that a remote
analysis system should release only synthetic regression diagnostics–that is, simulated values of residuals
and response and explanatory variables. For model fitting involving categorical explanatory variables, in
particular logistic and multinomial regressions, the release of grouped diagnostics was proposed [114].
Later contributions included the investigation of grouped plots of residuals [60].

A first generation of remote analysis system with little use of suppression was proposed by Sparks et
al. [60,115], with disclosure risk reduced by a combination of modifying or restricting standard statistical
analyses through a menu-driven interface, as well as modifying the output of fitted models. The system
made use of restricted analysis methods such as using a specified robust regression instead of traditional
regression, restrictions on the variable transformations allowed and restrictions on the level of variable
interactions permitted. In addition, it also relied on restricted output methods including rounding of esti-
mated model parameters, suppression of covariance matrix, fitted values and residuals in model fitting
and suppression of parameter values if there is extremely high model fit. Output tables would be replaced
with a correspondence analysis plot, and diagnostic plots would be confidentialised through aggregation
and/or smoothing.

Second-generation systems are now in development in the US Census Bureau [65] and the ABS [64].
Importantly, these new systems do not only rely on restricted output methods alone but also make use of
a combination of protective measures from the restricted access, restricted data, restricted analysis and
restricted output groups of methods.

We remark that in addition to the problem of balancing disclosure risk with data utility, remote anal-
ysis systems present additional technical statistical challenges in addressing, for example missing data,
outliers, selection bias testing, assumption checking and additional disclosure risks because of multiple,
interacting queries.

4. Taxonomy of approaches

In this section, we provide a taxonomy of the aforementioned approaches to balancing research use of
data with confidentiality protection, based on a conceptual model for data analysis. The taxonomy extends
and updates previously published taxonomies [53, 54].

Figure 1. Conceptual model for data analysis.
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4.1. Conceptual model for data analysis

Our taxonomy will make use of the conceptual model for data analysis in Figure 1 [116]. The model has
four stages, represented by four boxes in Figure 1, as follows:

• Dataset stage: The custodian agency prepares a dataset, and makes it available through the secure
analysis laboratory. The researcher selects the dataset from the list of available datasets.

• Data transformations stage: The researcher applies data transformations including data subsetting,
new variable creation and variable transformations in order to tailor the dataset to the desired analysis.
The researcher may skip this stage.

• Query stage: The researcher submits an analysis to be run on the dataset, and results are generated.
The sub-stages of the Query stage are the following:

– Analysis stage: The researcher submits an analysis request, which is performed on the dataset
– Output stage: Output comprising the analysis results is generated and viewed on the

computer screen

• Output for Publication stage: The output is prepared for inclusion in an academic publication, pre-
sentation, report or other dissemination channel. This may include modification of output in order
to protect confidentiality.

Distinguishing Output from Output for Publication allows for the fact that researchers may be authorised
to view the analysis outputs; however, readers of the academic literature may not be.

The task of balancing access and use of health data with confidentiality protection involves introducing
protective measures at one or more of the stages in the conceptual model. For example, the microdata may
be confidentialised or not, and the analyst may be able to view the microdata on their screen or not. The
range of available data transformations (such as variable transformations) may be restricted or not, and
individual available data transformations may be restricted or not. The range of available analyses may
be restricted or not, and individual available analyses may be restricted or not. The analyst may be able to
see intermediate results on their screen or not, and intermediate results displayed on the analyst’s screen
may be confidentialised or not. Final results displayed on the analyst’s screen may be confidentialised
or not.

4.2. Expanded and updated taxonomy

Recall from Section 3 that traditional approaches to reducing disclosure risk fall into the two
categories [53]:

• restricting access, wherein the access to data is itself restricted; and
• restricting data, wherein the amount or format of the data released is subject to restrictions.

The newer remote and virtual approaches also involve restricting queries, and restricting output, where
restricting queries involves imposing restrictions on the range of transformations and analyses that can
be performed on the data, and restricting output involves suppressing or modifying anaysis results. While
these could be viewed as restricting data methods, in this paper, we prefer to distinguish them from the
range of methods that have traditionally been considered as restricting data.

The relationship between these categories and the stages of the conceptual model, that is, which
categories are implemented at each stage, is given in Table I.

Approaches to restricting data, queries and output can also be viewed from another standpoint, under
which they fall into two paradigms depending on the stage at which confidentialisation measures in the
form of suppressions or perturbations are applied [45]. Under the first paradigm of input perturbation, the

Table I. Mapping between categories and stages of conceptual model.

Stages

Overall Dataset Data Transformations Analysis Output

Restricting access X
Restricting data X
Restricting queries X X
Restricting output X
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Table II. Mapping between paradigms, categories and methods of disclosure
risk reduction.

Input Output
perturbation perturbation

De- Microdata Pre-tabular Remote analysis
identification methods methods methods

Restricting data X X X X
Restricting queries X
Restricting output X

Table III. Relationship between nature of statistical data product and classes of disclosure risk reduction
methods.

Statistical data product provided to the researcher

Microdata Table Analysis output

Mode of access to information

User agreement Non-perturbative N/A N/A
for offsite use and/or perturbative

methods

Remote analysis N/A Post-Tabular methods for Analysis output
restricting output, with confidentialisation
possibly some light measures combining
application of pre-tabular restricting data, queries,
methods for restricting data and/or outputs

Virtual data centre N/A Post-Tabular methods for Analysis output
restricting output, with confidentialisation
possibly some light measures combining
application of pre-tabular restricting data and/or
methods for restricting data outputs

Onsite data centre N/A Post-Tabular methods for Analysis output
restricting output, with confidentialisation
possibly some light measures combining
application of pre-tabular restricting data and/or
methods for restricting data outputs

data are first confidentialised then analysed. The approaches that embody this paradigm are removal of
identifying information (de-identification) and non-perturbative and perturbative methods for microdata
(Section 3.4), as well as pre-tabular and post-tabular methods for tabular data (Section 3.5). Whether
post-tabular methods are considered input perturbation or output perturbation depends on whether the
table is an input to another analysis or is the output itself.

Under the second paradigm of output perturbation, the data are first analysed, and only the results are
confidentialised. The approaches that embody this paradigm are the restricted output methods discussed
in Section 3.6.

The relationship between these two paradigms, the categories of disclosure risk reduction and the main
classes of methods is given in Table II.

In the next table, we summarise the relationship between the nature of a statistical data product provided
to a researcher and the classes of disclosure risk reduction methods; see Table III. We assume all data
have been de-identified.

4.3. Applicability of the approaches

It is important to have a range of methods available because there is also a range of data-use scenarios,
and it is important to be able to choose between methods suited to differing scenarios. As an example
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of this choice, when two Australian organisations recently sought to implement data access solutions
involving output perturbation, differences in the nature of the data and the user communities led one to
select remote analysis and one to select a virtual data centre [71]. As another example, business data
and social data have different characteristics, and traditional disclosure control methods developed in the
context of social data may not be immediately applicable to business data [117].

Table IV. Characteristics of the three main types of disclosure reduction methods.

Microdata release Data centre Remote analysis

Type of data Static and/or Dynamic and/or Dynamic and/or
structured unstructured, diverse, unstructured, diverse,

longitudinal longitudinal

Custodian control Low control once Moderate control High control
over microdata released to user

Confidentialisation Dataset confidentialised Generally manual Generally automated
effort once and used for many checking of individual systems designed to

different analyses by a outputs produce only
range of users confidentialised output

Updating or Very difficult once Straightforward Straightforward
removing datasets released to user

User community Generally researchers Generally researchers and Broad range of users with
and policy analysts of policy analysts of medium diverse requirements and
medium to high to high statistical varying statistical
statistical sophistication sophistication sophistication

Access to microdata Unrestricted access to Unrestricted access in None
confidentialised microdata secure environment –
on own computer usually light

confidentialisation
applied

Analytical Unrestricted Unrestricted Heavily restricted
functionality

Implications for Statistical modelling Standard analyses Standard analyses
modelling on perturbed data conducted on original conducted on original

may be more complex microdata microdata

Treatment of Generally suppressed Can be available as Can be available as
sensitive variables – unavailable in models explanatory variables explanatory variables

in model fitting in model fitting

Type of output Full range Full range – if assessed Broad descriptive statistics,
to have low disclosure exploratory data analysis,
risk regression coefficients,

residuals and diagnostics

Impact on output Measurement error User can verify User cannot verify that
can reduce accuracy confidentialised output confidentialised output
and power – analyst still leads to valid still leads to valid
cannot quantify or inferences inferences
check extent

Audit of analyses Not possible Possible Possible
conducted
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Table III indicates that there are two basic types of data access method–one involving input per-
turbation of microdata to be released to a user for offsite use governed by a user agreement and one
involving output perturbation of tables and/or analysis results released to a user. The output perturba-
tion approaches are further broken down into systems where the user has no access to the microdata
(remote analysis) and data centres where the user has full access to the microdata (either on-line or in per-
son). Table IV outlines applicability characteristics of these three approaches, as guidance in the choice
of approach.

4.4. Advantages and disadvantages of the approaches

In this section, we provide a high level discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the approaches,
including the potential impact on the quality of inferences, and refer the reader to the literature
for more detailed critiques and comparisons. We assume that all datasets have had all identifying
information removed.

The general advantages and disadvantages of the restricted access methods of microdata release, data
centres and remote analysis have been presented in Table IV. From the point of view of the analyst,
probably the main difference is that in remote analysis, the analyst can never see the microdata. This
would be unacceptable in many scenarios requiring, for example significant data preparation, model
development and provably valid inferences. However, we believe that remote analysis may be acceptable
in some scenarios. Perhaps the most compelling example is that access to confidential data through a
remote analysis system may be viewed as low risk and so may require only a lightweight ethics approval
process. This would enable an analyst to have an initial exploration of the data and perhaps find out
whether a full ethics application for access to the data itself would be worthwhile. As a bonus, the analyst
would have preliminary results or an indication of statistical power to include in a grant application.
We note that virtual data centres perhaps overcome many of the disadvantages of remote analysis, while
preserving some of the benefits. This is because the analyst has full access to the data and can verify
that confidentialised output preserves the quality of inferences. While we do not believe that data access
methods involving output perturbation will ever completely replace methods involving input perturbation,
we do agree with the authors in [64] in their statement that: ... recent events in the development of remote
analysis servers herald the dawn of a new era in automated confidentiality protection for analysis ....

We now discuss the underlying restricted information methods.
In the case of microdata, a recent synthesis of potential biases that can result from disclosure treatments,

as well as when and how it is possible to avoid or correct those biases, has been presented in [118]. The
methods of variable recoding, swapping, adding noise to variables and creating partially synthetic data
are considered in detail, and we provide a summary here. Recoding can lead to ecological fallacies (rela-
tionships estimated at a high level of aggregation are not estimated at lower levels), smoothing of spatial
variation and masking of variation between collapsed levels. Top-coding or bottom-coding prevents infer-
ences beyond the thresholds, and truncating tails can impact estimation of whole-dataset quantities [119].
Analyses involving both swapped and un-swapped variables can be distorted [34,120]. For numeric data
and additive noise, normally the noise is selected with distribution of mean zero, so that point estimates
remain unbiased although variance may increase, marginal distributions can be substantially altered and
noise increases measurement error of explanatory variables [41]. If the replacement imputations under-
lying synthetic data are generated with valid models, analysts can obtain valid inferences for a wide class
of estimands via a simple process [113, 121]. However, if entire variables are simulated, then inferences
involving those variables are determined by the relationships in the data generation models. The article
concludes that all disclosure treatments degrade statistical analyses, and it is difficult if not impossible
for analysts to determine the reduction in quality of a given inference. This difficulty is partly because
of the reluctance of data custodians to reveal their confidentiality methods or parameter settings. On the
brighter side, many public-use microdata sets are samples with probably modest amounts of confidential-
isation directed at preserving the most important statistical features, and so most inferences are probably
not strongly affected [118]. As an exception to this statement, geographic and temporal variables are
normally considered to introduce high disclosure risk, and so are usually strongly recoded.

For tabular data, and in the case that microdata methods are applied pre-tabulation, it could be expected
that many of the advantages and disadvantages of microdata methods transfer; however, in most applica-
tions, the impact of the microdata protection method on the table is not immediately obvious. With regard
to post-tabular methods, most of the methods for identifying the so-called sensitive cells fail to identify
all such cells and incorrectly identifies some non-sensitive cells as sensitive [108, 122]. While some of
the impacts of restricted information methods such as recoding and noise are similar to microdata, in the
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case of tabular data, there are additional impacts. For example, suppression and cell collapsing can lead
to irregular table structures that are difficult to interpret and analyse [123].

5. Discussion

It has been the purpose of this paper to provide a structured overview of a number of approaches to
reducing disclosure risk when making data available for research. Some of these methods are widely
used and some are still in development. It is important to have a range of methods because there is also
a range of data use scenarios, and it is important to be able to choose the method best suited to a given
scenario. A discussion of the applicability, advantages and disadvantages of the various approaches has
been presented to assist with selecting the appropriate method for a given situation. This paper has also
described a taxonomy for the methods in terms of a conceptual model for analysis and the two overarching
paradigms of input perturbation and output perturbation.

We have provided, in Table IV, a summary of the applicability and features of these three approaches,
as guidance in the choice of approach most suitable in a given scenario. In particular, disadvantages of
one approach in a given scenario can be advantages in a different scenario. As an example, we consider
two Australian organisations (ABS and PHRN) that chose different approaches to implementing a data
access solution involving output perturbation. We can understand the different choices in the framework
of Marsh et al. [55], namely Pr(disclosure)= Pr(attempt) ⋅ Pr(disclosure ∣ attempt). The ABS environment
of essentially public use required it to assume that Pr(attempt) is close to 1, and therefore, it needed to seek
to minimise Pr(disclosure ∣ attempt). The PHRN environment of a known user community enabled it to
assume that Pr(attempt) is negligible, and therefore, it did not need to minimise Pr(disclosure ∣ attempt).
Thus, differences in the nature of the data and the user communities led the ABS to select remote analysis
and the PHRN to select a virtual data centre [71].

Table IV is an attempt to provide an overview of the elements of any scenario that need to be consid-
ered in selecting an approach to balancing access and use of data with confidentiality protection. Once
an approach is selected, the custodian can take advantage of the benefits of the approach, and seek to
minimise the impact of the disadvantages. In any given scenario, however, one or more of these could
be extremely important and override all other elements. In particular, the requirement for data analysts
to be able to interact directly with data is often such a ‘deal-breaker’, so in practice, the choice between
an input perturbation and an output perturbation approach is probably the most fundamental one for any
custodian seeking to make data available for research.

5.1. Statistical challenges

The problem of finding a balance between allowing the use of health and medical data in research, and
ensuring that confidentiality is adequately protected, raises a number of interesting statistical challenges.
The most fundamental of these, already mentioned in Section 2.4, is the challenge of evolving the risk-
utility paradigm to the point where it can be used for evaluating and choosing between confidentiality
methods for statistical disclosure limitation (SDL).

One of the discussion articles following Cox, Karr and Kinney [32] reframes the original article as
a contribution to the search for a unifying theoretical foundation and framework for SDL research and
practice [124]. The discussion article notes that one of the key gaps in the development of the risk-utility
paradigm as a theoretical foundation for SDL is the general lack of widely accepted measures of dis-
closure risk and data utility. In searching for measures of disclosure risk and data utility, and in order
to apply the risk-utility paradigm, it will be vital to fully understand and make use of important differ-
ences between legitimate users and potential attackers. Although many current disclosure risk measures
rely on estimates of record-level probabilities of correct re-identification of a data subject from masked
data, newer methods making use of, for example entropy [27,125], information loss [51] and differential
privacy [38], indicate that there are other ways to think about disclosure risk and data utility measures.

Once widely accepted measures of disclosure risk and data utility have been developed, a new suite
of statistical challenges arise. The next problem will be to evaluate the performance of existing SDL
methods and to evolve new ones with acceptable risk-utility characteristics across a broad or narrow range
of scenarios involving data, custodian constraints, user, analysis, potential attacker and so on. Finally, it
would be highly desirable to have a method to select the best SDL method for any given scenario.

The confidentialisation (SDL) methods described in this paper were generally developed in the con-
text of social data of reasonable volume, about households or individuals held by National Statistical
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Agencies. It is necessary to evaluate their applicability to different types of data such as business data
[117] and genome-wide association studies [126].

Addressing the statistical challenges noted earlier will be even more complex in the face of emerging
technologies and use cases including the increasing use of synthetic, linked and longitudinal data in
research and the augmentation of survey data with administrative data. The impending challenge of so-
called big data may require a whole new class of approaches.

The relatively new remote analysis approach raises a range of additional statistical challenges. First, it
is unclear how a remote analysis system with output confidentiality processes is able to adequately enable
the design phase of an analysis involving many transformations, sometimes hundreds, with diagnostics.
In particular, how can analysts be sure that they are getting valid results after an output confidentialisation
process has been applied? We remark that verification servers [127] have been proposed as a potential
solution to this issue; however, to our knowledge, none has yet been successfully implemented. Remote
analysis systems present additional technical statistical challenges in addressing, for example missing
data, outliers, selection bias testing, assumption checking and additional disclosure risks due to multiple,
interacting queries.

5.2. General challenges

In addition to the statistical challenges outlined in the previous section, the preparation of this review has
highlighted several more general issues and questions that we outline here.

First, some articles in the confidentiality literature suggest that only disclosures that cause actual harm
should be of concern. This would be different from the justice system in which a person can be convicted
of a crime even though no actual harm results.

It is clear that data linkage initiatives are becoming more common internationally. However, what is not
clear is how the confidentiality standards for the resulting linked dataset, formed from diverse component
datasets with various confidentiality obligations, will be managed.

The confidentialisation processes described in this paper distort either the data or the results to a greater
or lesser degree. What should happen if the confidentialisation process used by a given organisation
causes invalid inferences? For example, the p-values computed from a table confidentialised with a tab-
ular perturbation method will probably be wrong, and the removal of outliers will contract confidence
intervals. It is unclear whether the organisation who performed the confidentialisation should be liable
for adverse consequences.

More generally, what are (or should be) the legal obligations of an organisation implementing a remote
analysis system? In this case, the host organisation is conducting a requested analysis on behalf of an
analyst, a paradigm that is significantly different to providing data for the analyst to analyse themselves.
A question that arises is, what should happen if the analyst requests a meaningless analysis, or one that
has a flawed design? It is unclear to what degree the organisation should be responsible for ensuring that
the dataset can support the requested analysis and the analyst makes valid inferences from the data.
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